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Springs of Living Water
Christ-Centered Church Renewal
David S. Young
“Under the capable servant-leadership of David Young, Springs of Living
Water provides a model for spiritual growth that can be studied with
genuine profit. I give my highest recommendation!”
—Richard J. Foster, from the Foreword
David S. Young approaches the need for renewal with a spiritual thrust
and an active servant leader style. He gives systematic help on how
to be a healthy church with an urgent mission. This manual helps a
church cultivate its spiritual life, train leaders, and focus efforts in ministries which express its identity and call.
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Price: $16.99

Rather than the pastor working solo, a trained renewal team gets the
entire congregation involved. The team works with the church to look
at its strengths and discover new life. Rather than using a diagnostic
model of church renewal to find out what is wrong and fix it, the process uses an affirmative model, finding out what is right and building
upon it.
This book is written from David Young’s experience in pastoring the local church, teaching in seminars, leading cluster work, and writing two
books in the field, all while keeping one foot planted in a church working on renewal. Young has learned, developed, lived, taught, and tested
his model over and over with outcomes greater than he ever imagined.

About the Author . . .
David S. Young is a pastor, teacher, and church renewal leader
who has used this model extensively in guiding congregations.
“Keep it practical” are his guiding words in his work with
Church of the Brethren, American Baptists, and Mennonites.
This book represents the fruit of over 30 years working in the
field and has many stories of new life. His earlier book, Servant
Leadership for Church Renewal, was well received.
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